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Abstract

Biodiversity data plays a pivotal role in understanding and conserving our natural world. As

the largest occurrence data aggregator, the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)

serves as a valuable platform for  researchers and practitioners to access and analyze

biodiversity  information  from  across  the  globe  (Ball-Damerow  et  al.  2019).  However,

ensuring the quality of GBIF datasets remains a critical challenge (Chapman 2005).

The community emphasizes the importance of data quality and its direct impact on the

fitness of use for biodiversity research and conservation efforts (Chapman et al. 2020).

While GBIF continues to grow in terms of the quantity of data it provides, the quality of

these  datasets  varies  significantly  (Zizka  et  al.  2020).  The  biodiversity  informatics

community  has  been  working  diligently  to  ensure  data  quality  at  every  step  of  data

creation, curation, publication (Waller et  al.  2021),  and end-use (Gueta et  al.  2019) by

employing automated tools and flagging systems to identify and address issues. However,

there  is  still  more  work  to  be  done  to  effectively  address  data  quality  problems  and

enhance the fitness of use for GBIF-mediated data.

I highlight a missing component in GBIF's data publication process: the absence of formal

peer  reviews.  Despite  GBIF  encompassing  the  essential  elements  of  a  data  paper,

including detailed metadata, data accessibility, and robust data citation mechanisms, the

lack of peer review hinders the credibility and reliability of the datasets mobilized through

GBIF.
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To bridge this gap, I propose the implementation of a comprehensive peer review system

within GBIF. Peer reviews would involve subjecting GBIF datasets to rigorous evaluation by

domain experts and data scientists, ensuring the accuracy, completeness, and consistency

of the data.  This process would enhance the trustworthiness and usability  of  datasets,

enabling  researchers  and  policymakers  to  make  informed  decisions  based  on  reliable

biodiversity information.

Furthermore,  the  establishment  of  a  peer  review  system  within  GBIF  would  foster

collaboration  and  knowledge  exchange  among  the  biodiversity  community,  as  experts

provide constructive feedback to dataset authors.  This iterative process would not only

improve data quality  but  also encourage data contributors to adhere to best  practices,

thereby elevating the overall standards of biodiversity data mobilization through GBIF.
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